
March 2, 2021 
 
Dr. Matthias Dohrn 
Senior Vice President 
Precious and Base Metal Services 
BASF SE 
 
Via E-mail:  matthias.dohrn@basf.com 
 
Dear Dr. Dohrn: 
 
Thank you for your response of December 4, 2020.  We appreciate that you recognize NorNickel’s history 
and legacy of severe environmental incidents. Unfortunately, based on the evidence that we have seen, we 
do not yet share your optimism that NorNickel is willing to work towards sustainability.  We believe 
BASF’s failure to take action to address NorNickel’s impacts to Indigenous Peoples of Russia’s Far North 
represents violations of BASF’s Group Position on Human Rights and its Supplier Code of Conduct. 
 
Although NorNickel has publicly promised to improve its environmental legacy and sustainability efforts, 
we are skeptical because the company has made such claims for nearly 20 years, only to extend its timeline 
repeatedly. Publicly available information demonstrates significant reliability and reputational problems 
with NorNickel, which raises concerns regarding the legitimacy of NorNickel’s stated commitments to 
reduce environmental and social impacts in the future. The company’s pledge to do better, after years of 
empty promises, should not count as sufficient evidence to convince partnering companies of its virtue and 
commitment to environmental and human rights principles.  
 
In 2007, a company spokesperson said the company would improve the environmental situation by 2020 
and that efforts were being made to reduce the pollution.1 In the mid-2010s, the company promised to 
reduce emissions by 75 percent by 2020.2 Now, this timeline has been pushed to 2035. Despite these 
promises, an emissions monitoring graph from NASA shows that NorNickel’s rate of pollution has stayed 
more or less the same for close to two decades, and the rate of emissions actually increased in 2018.3 NASA 
also called Norilsk the world’s “largest stationary sulfur dioxide emitter,”4 and numerous international 
organizations and outlets, including Russia’s Novaya Gazeta and The Moscow Times, Norway’s Bellona 

 
1 BBC, 2007. “Toxic truth of a secretive Siberian city.” http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/6528853.stm 
2 Charles Digges, 2017. “Does Norilsk Nickel deserve to be Russia’s environmental gold standard?” The 
Bellona Foundation. https://bellona.org/news/industrial-pollution/2017-03-what-has-norilsk-nickel-done-
to-make-itself-russias-environmental-gold-standard; Oskar Njaa, 2016. “Norilsk Nickel aims to reduce 
pollution in Siberian city of Norilsk by 75 percent by 2020.” The Bellona Foundation. 
https://bellona.org/news/industrial-pollution/2016-11-norilsk-nickel-aims-to-reduce-pollution-in-norilsk-
by-75-by-2020   
3 NASA emissions graph, 2018. “Norilsk, Russia smelter.” 
https://so2.gsfc.nasa.gov/kml/plots/Norilsk_Russia_smelter.jpg 
4 NASA, 2017. “A manmade volcano over Norilsk.” https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/92246/a-
manmade-volcano-over-norilsk 
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Foundation, and Greenpeace India cite the company as the dirtiest industry in the Arctic and the world.5 In 
2018, a Greenpeace report estimated that NorNickel produced two times more sulfur dioxide emissions 
than the entirety of the United States.6 

  
NorNickel only made efforts to clean up its industry (particularly in the Kola Peninsula region) after years 
of complaints and pressure from the Norwegian government and Norwegian residents living near the border 
with Russia.7 Articles about NorNickel’s practices written for Novaya Gazeta, a highly respected and 
internationally recognized Russian outlet, also allege decades of corruption, negligence, and 
mismanagement,8 which Nornickel has used to shirk pollution fines (it only paid $530 in 2017 even after 
poisoning a river in Siberia and dying it red with wastewater). According to the Bellona Foundation, an 
environmental think tank based in Norway, NorNickel has bribed environmental watchdogs to avoid fines.9 
Evidence shows that NorNickel is responsible for frequent accidents including wastewater spills, emissions 
that far exceed the permissible standards, and other issues on a regular basis. In 2020 alone, the company 

 
5 Vladislav Inozemtsev, 2020. “Now Nornickel Became the Arctic’s Biggest Polluter.” The Moscow 
Times. https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2020/09/28/how-nornickel-became-the-arctics-biggest-
polluter-a71572; Atle Staalesen, 2020. “Nornickel is ‘cynical, corrupt and socially irresponsible,” says 
Russia’s top legislator.” The Barents Observer. https://thebarentsobserver.com/en/arctic-
mining/2020/10/norilsk-nickel-cynical-corrupt-and-socially-irresponsible-says-russias-top; John Last, 
2020. “Indigenous groups paying the price for Russia’s massive Arctic spill.”CBC News.  
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/norilsk-nickel-russian-fuel-spill-consequences-1.5645408;  
RFE/RL, 2019. “Russia’s 20 Most Polluted Cities.” 
https://www.rferl.org/a/30150454.html?fbclid=IwAR0cCy5--
DIk24lvWCaOnZ7dTCJ9sZ1p4Vq5YGBGOJPQesc2T5fmYsFhvGc; Forbes.ru, 2020. “We are sick and 
dying’: What has Norilsk Nickel achieved by spending tens of billions of rubles on the environment.” 
https://www.forbes.ru/milliardery/405047-my-boleem-i-umiraem-chego-dobilsya-nornikel-potrativ-
desyatki-milliardrov-rubley; Thomas Nilsen, 2019. “Norilsk tops world’s list of worst SO2 polluters.” 
The Barents Observer. https://thebarentsobserver.com/en/2019/08/norilsk-tops-worlds-list-worst-so2-
polluters; The Blacksmith Institute, 2013. “World’s Most Polluted Cities.” 
http://www.worstpolluted.org/docs/TopTenThreats2013.pdf     
6 Greenpeace, 2018. “Global SO2 emission hotspot database.” https://storage.googleapis.com/planet4-
international-stateless/2019/08/e40af3dd-global-hotspot-and-emission-sources-for-so2_16_august-
2019.pdf 

7 Anna Kireeva, 2021. “One of the Murmansk Region’s most polluting facilities shuts down after more 
than seven decades.” The Bellona Foundation. https://bellona.org/news/industrial-pollution/2021-01-one-
of-the-murmansk-regions-most-polluting-facilities-shuts-down-after-more-than-seven-decades 

8 See Novaya Gazeta reporting on NorNickel corruption, negligence, repression and pollution: 
https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2020/07/14/86265-rzhavchina; 
https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2020/06/10/85798-mastera-zabivat-baki 
https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2020/06/29/86058-masshtaby-katastrofy-na-taymyre-vnov-pytayutsya-
zamalchivat-vopreki-zakonu 

9 Charles Digges, 2017. “New Russian pollution report long on scary data, short on solutions.” The 
Bellona Foundation. https://bellona.org/news/russian-human-rights-issues/russian-ngo-law/2017-09-new-
russian-pollution-report-long-on-scary-data-short-on-solutions; Anna Kireeva, Charles Digges, 2016. 
“Former Russian eco-watchdog pleads guilty to ignoring Northern Russian pollution for bribes.” The 
Bellona Foundation. https://bellona.org/news/industrial-pollution/the-kola-mining-and-metallurgy-
combine/2016-08-former-russian-eco-watchdog-pleads-guilty-to-ignoring-northern-russian-pollution-for-
bribes 
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had more than 2,000 environmental violations.10 Russian outlets report that the company has spills and 
accidents on a near-daily basis.11 In fact, NorNickel was excluded from the 2020 environmental 
transparency list of Russian companies compiled by WWF, although in previous years it ranked twelfth out 
of forty spots.12 

  
Although one of NorNickel’s oldest smelters, as you mention, has been shut down near the Norwegian 
border, the situation in Siberia remains unresolved. Minimal improvements have been carried out in Norilsk 
itself, which is deep in the Russian mainland, even though Indigenous peoples of the region have been 
speaking out against the endless pollution there for decades. Indigenous peoples on whose traditional 
territory NorNickel operates have never given their Free, Prior, and Informed Consent for NorNickel’s 
activities. Although NorNickel has noted that it will increase its efforts to consult Indigenous peoples of 
the region (an option that the company initially rejected) on their planned developments, and even pledged 
to pay for the damage wrought by the disaster of summer 2020, these steps were only taken after extensive 
media attention on the situation there.13 Given that NorNickel has operated in the region for decades without 
taking meaningful actions on clean up, we remain skeptical of its commitment to socially and 
environmentally responsible operations. Further, we lack confidence that the company will follow through 
on its promises once press attention has shifted elsewhere.   
 
In regards to Nornickel’s claims, repeated in your letter, about company responses to the catastrophic oil 
spill of May 2020, experts report that proposed company measures to compensate and consult Indigenous 
residents are incomprehensive and insufficient. NorNickel’s pledge to pay communities 174 million rubles 
may seem substantial, but it is not enough: it will take close to two decades, if not longer, to restore the 
damaged ecosystems. Experts estimate that NorNickel’s proposed budget will not cover the entire clean-up 
period, or the ongoing pollution impacts to Indigenous culture, traditions, and livelihoods.  Experts also 
point out the land is currently impossible to use due to the extent of environmental degradation and 
conditions that threaten community health.14 

 

Your letter cites NorNickel’s internal investigation through Environmental Resource Management (ERM).  
However, ERM blamed management and systems failures, including a “compliance mindset” aimed at 
pleasing regulators and inspectors, as causes of the spill.  Furthermore, ERM was unable to gain access to 
Nornickel facilities until mid-September, more than three months after the spill, and after the tank itself had 

 
10 Natalia Zhabyko, 2020. “Semyon Palchin: ‘Before the ecological catastrophe, practically no one 
checked.” TRK7. https://www.trk7.ru/news/115486.html 

11 Novaya Gazeta, 2020. “Catastrophe Every Day.” https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2020/06/07/85724-
katastrofa-kazhdyy-den 

12 Novaya Gazeta, 2020. “Nornickel dropped out of WWF-Russia environmental rating.” 
https://novayagazeta.ru/news/2020/12/15/166449-nornikel-vybyl-iz-ekologicheskogo-reytinga-wwf-rossii 

13 iRussia, 2020. “FADN and Norilsk Nickel: the small peoples of the North will receive comprehensive 
support.” https://indigenous-russia.com/archives/9351 

14 iRussia, 2020. “Olga Murashko: ‘It seems to me that this is another deception of Indigenous peoples.” 
https://indigenous-russia.com/archives/9505; John Last, 2020. “Indigenous groups paying the price for 
Russia’s massive Arctic spill.”CBC News.  https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/norilsk-nickel-russian-
fuel-spill-consequences-1.5645408 
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been removed.15 Your letter also cites the “Great NorNickel Expedition,” (actually titled the “Great Norilsk 
Expedition”); however, the results of these studies -- paid for by NorNickel -- cannot be trusted without 
independent verification.  Meanwhile, NorNickel blocked the collection and transport of samples and 
analyses from areas impacted by the spill by independent observers and organizations.16  
 
To address reputational problems with Nornickel discussed above, we believe that it is essential for BASF 
to use reliable, third-party sources for external validation of NorNickel’s claims. This is especially 
important given Nornickel’s well-established record of corruption and negligence.17  Time and time again, 
Nornickel’s internal reports and promises have proven unreliable. Similarly, Russian authorities that are 
ostensibly responsible for company oversight have proven unreliable and unwilling to hold NorNickel 
accountable for its social and environmental violations or to guarantee Indigenous rights. For example,  just 
a month after the catastrophic fuel spill in Norilsk, Russian outlets reported that NorNickel poured untreated 
toxic waste into a river (a tactic they have consistently practiced for decades). The company did so despite 
promising for years to reduce their environmental impact and advertising that it was spending millions of 
dollars on pollution mitigation.18 Given the current context, we can only treat this action as a deception that 
demonstrates NorNickel’s unwillingness to follow through on its social and environmental promises. 
Russian outlets have also reported that NorNickel has the largest environmental expenditures among 
Russian companies, spending about 5 percent of its revenue on environmental protection in 2017-2018, yet 
the impact of this investment is not readily apparent as Indigenous peoples suffer from the ongoing 
ecological disaster in the region.19 

 

 
15 Jake Cordell, 2020. “Arctic Oil Spill: NorNickel Failures, Tank Flaws Caused Catastrophe – Report.” 
The Moscow Times. https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2020/11/26/arctic-oil-spill-nornickel-failures-
tank-flaws-caused-catastrophe-report-a72156; Independent Environmental Advisory Support to the 
Nornickel Environmental Task Team, 2020. “Review of the May 2020 Catastrophic Tank Failure, HPP-3, 
Norilsk.” https://www.nornickel.com/files/en/media-library/presentation/erm-1a-report-for-nornickel-ett-
public-issued-25-11-20-en.pdf  
16 Ja Tatiana Vasilchuk, 2020. “The Airport is Also Norilsk Nickel.” Novaya Gazeta. 
https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2020/06/27/86041-aeroport-eto-tozhe-nornikel; WWF Russia, 2020. 
“Norilsk Nickel Must Be Held to Account for Devastating Fuel Spill.” 
https://arcticwwf.org/newsroom/stories/norilsk-nickel-must-be-held-to-account-for-devastating-fuel-spill/ 
17 See Novaya Gazeta reporting on NorNickel corruption, negligence, repression and pollution: 
https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2020/07/14/86265-rzhavchina; 
https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2020/06/10/85798-mastera-zabivat-baki 
https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2020/06/29/86058-masshtaby-katastrofy-na-taymyre-vnov-pytayutsya-
zamalchivat-vopreki-zakonu; Anna Kireeva, Charles Digges, 2016. “Former Russian eco-watchdog 
pleads guilty to ignoring Northern Russian pollution for bribes.” The Bellona Foundation. 
https://bellona.org/news/industrial-pollution/the-kola-mining-and-metallurgy-combine/2016-08-former-
russian-eco-watchdog-pleads-guilty-to-ignoring-northern-russian-pollution-for-bribes 

18 Elena Kostyuchenko, 2020. “Nornickel is pouring poisonous waste into Lake Pyasino right now.” 
Novaya Gazeta. https://novayagazeta.ru/news/2020/06/28/162616-novaya-grinpis-i-eks-sotrudnik-
rosprirodnadzora-norilskoy-oblasti-nornikel-prodolzhaet-sbrasyvat-proizvodstvennye-othody-v-ozero-
pyasino-foto 

19 Forbes.ru, 2020. “We are sick and dying’: What has Norilsk Nickel achieved by spending tens of 
billions of rubles on the environment.” https://www.forbes.ru/milliardery/405047-my-boleem-i-umiraem-
chego-dobilsya-nornikel-potrativ-desyatki-milliardrov-rubley 
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In hoping for improvement, we must recall that NorNickel is a company that has a history of polluting with 
impunity despite promises to the contrary. Though it has spent millions to improve its environmental record, 
and promised further investment, there is little tangible evidence that the situation has improved.  As of 
winter 2020, NorNickel had not paid the fines levied against them for the May 2020 fuel spill, and the 
company continues to contest the fines in court -- demonstrating its lack of willingness to accept 
responsibility for its environmental impacts and legacy.20 

 

Therefore, your statement about Nornickel’s investments into sustainability belie credibility.  After decades 
of failing to meet environmental clean-up and remediation objectives, an internal investment plan cannot 
be considered to be an adequate indicator for the likelihood of any future progress toward more sustainable 
practices. 
 
Moving forward, a true commitment to Free, Prior, and Informed Consent -- as required by the United 
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,21 by the Initiative for Responsible Mining 
Assurance (IRMA) Standard for Responsible Mining,22 and the International Council of Metals and Mining 
-- requires good-faith engagement and consultation with Indigenous Peoples, including all Indigenous 
communities and groups on lands affected by Nornickel, not just with a single, government-controlled 
Russian Indigenous organization.23 Given Nornickel’s history, we fear that despite Nornickel’s promises, 
it will not be able to meet the international industry practices outlined by ICMM and IRMA principles. 
 
We believe that BASF’s failure to take action to address Nornickel’s impacts to Indigenous Peoples of 
Russia’s Far North represents a violation of BASF’s Group Position on Human Rights, which states: 
 

 
20 Jake Cordell, 2020. “Arctic Oil Spill: Nornickel failures, tank flaws caused catastrophe – report.” The 
Moscow Times. https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2020/11/26/arctic-oil-spill-nornickel-failures-tank-
flaws-caused-catastrophe-report-a72156; The Moscow Times, 2020. “Russian Mining Giant Disputes 
$2Bln Arctic Oil Spill Fine.” https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2020/07/09/russian-mining-giant-
disputes-2bln-arctic-oil-spill-fine-a70830   
21 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 2007. 
https://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/wp-
content/uploads/sites/19/2018/11/UNDRIP_E_web.pdf  
22 Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance, 2018. “IRMA Standard for Responsible Mining.” 
https://responsiblemining.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/IRMA_STANDARD_v.1.0_FINAL_2018-
1.pdf   
23 John Thompson, 2017. “The Delicate Subject in Northern Russia of Indigenous Rights.” The New 
Humanitarian. https://deeply.thenewhumanitarian.org/arctic/articles/2017/04/11/the-delicate-subject-in-
northern-russia-of-indigenous-rights-2, Michael Scollon, 2020. “At Risk: Russia’s Indigenous Peoples 
Sound Alarm on Loss of Arctic, Traditional Way of Life.” Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty. 
https://www.rferl.org/a/russia-arctic-indigenous-peoples-losing-traditional-way-life-climate-
change/30973726.html, Thomas Nilsen, 2019. “Russia removes critical voices ahead of Arctic Council 
chairmanship, claims Indigenous peoples expert,” The Barents Observer. 
https://thebarentsobserver.com/en/civil-society-and-media/2019/11/russia-makes-ready-arctic-council-
chairmanship-removing-critical  
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“We expect our suppliers to respect human rights.  Our supplier Code of Conduct is part of our standard 
purchasing contracts and conditions of purchase.  We reserve the right to terminate a business relationship 
if a supplier fails to meet these obligations. 
 
We identify those supply chains that are at greatest risk impacting human rights, e.g. located in countries 
prone to human rights violations, in industries with likely poor working conditions, or less than responsible 
habits.  In those cases, we employ due efforts and engage with our suppliers aiming that they fulfil their 
human rights obligations.”24 

 

We believe that NorNickel has also demonstrated its inability to meet BASF SE’s standards in its Supplier 
Code of Conduct “to fully comply with applicable laws and to adhere to internationally recognized 
environmental, social and corporate governance standards,” or to promote the safe and environmentally 
sound development, manufacturing, transport, use and disposal of products and to reduce waste and 
emissions to air, water and soil. For these reasons, we fear that BASF SE is unable to adhere to its Supplier 
Code of Conduct as long as it continues a business relationship with Nornickel.25  

By maintaining a business relationship with NorNickel, we also believe that BASF will be in violation of 
the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises (2011) and OECD Due Diligence Guidance for 
Meaningful Stakeholder Engagement in the Extractive Sector (2016). The OECD documents note that 
enterprises should respect the rights enshrined in United Nations instruments on the rights of Indigenous 
Peoples, clarifies the requirement for Free, Prior, and Informed Consent, and requires human rights due 
diligence.  By sourcing minerals from NorNickel without fulfilling these responsibilities, BASF is 
contributing to severe impacts on Indigenous Peoples’ human rights.  Failure to uphold these 
responsibilities leaves BASF open to a complaint under the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises 
(2011). 

In summary, NorNickel’s serious reputational problems and abysmal environmental record demonstrate 
that NorNickel’s internal company assessments cannot be used as sufficient evidence to demonstrate its 
efforts to improve sustainability.  We therefore respectfully reiterate our earlier request for you to not buy 
products from NorNickel until its compliance with internationally recognized social and environmental 
standards is validated by an independent third party. This is a company that has a legacy of empty promises 
and a history of negligence, corruption, and environmental and human rights violations. After decades of 
missed opportunities and false promises, asserting that the company is trying to improve and deserves a 
chance is insufficient to establish itself as a reliable and responsible partner.  
 
Given the increasing level of ethical and environmental scrutiny that is being brought to bear on supply 
chains for battery nickel, it is imperative that BASF does not fall foul of investor sentiment.For BASF’s 
Group Position and Supplier Code of Conduct to have credibility, BASF must take action to address 
NorNickel’s violations. 
 

 
24 BASF SE, 2019. “BASF Group’s Position on Human Rights,” https://www.basf.com/global/en/who-
we-are/sustainability/we-value-people-and-treat-them-with-respect/human-rights.html  
25 BASF SE, 2018. “Supplier Code of Conduct,” https://www.basf.com/us/en/who-we-
are/organization/suppliers-and-partners/sustainability-in-procurement/supplier-code-of-conduct.html  
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We request a meeting with you to discuss our concerns and explore potential approaches to resolving these 
issues. We hope that a meeting can explore how best to jointly ensure that NorNickel undertakes meaningful 
steps on these issues. Given the ongoing pandemic, we think it would be most effective to meet via video. 
 
 
Respectfully, 
  
 
Gennady Schukin 
Aborigen Forum (Russia) 
 
Pavel Sulyandziga  
International Indigenous Fund for Development and Solidarity “Batani” (Russia/USA) 
 
Danielle DeLuca 
Cultural Survival (USA) 
 
Rodion Sulyandziga 
Center for Support of Indigenous Peoples of the North (Russia) 
 
Andrey Danilov 
Saami Heritage and Development Fund (Russia) 
 
Dmitry Berezhkov 
Arctic Consult (Norway) 
 
Kate Finn 
First Peoples Worldwide (USA) 
 
Dalee Sambo Dorough, PhD 
International Chair of the Inuit Circumpolar Council 
 
Joan Carling 
Indigenous Peoples Rights International (Philippines) 
 
Andrea Carmen 
International Indian Treaty Council (USA) 
 
Lola Garcia-Alix 
International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs (Denmark) 
 
Brian Keane 
Land is Life (USA) 
 
 



Tilman Masa 
Dachevband der Kritischen Aktionarinnen und Aktionare / Association of Ethical Stakeholders (Germany) 
 
Johannes Rohr 
European Network on Indigenous Peoples (Germany) 
 
Sabine Schielmann 
Institute fur Okologie und Aktions-Ethnologie (Germany) 
 
Yvonne Bangert 
Gesellschaft fur Bedrohte Volker / Society for Threatened Peoples (Germany) 
 
Gudrun Wippel 
Menschenrechte 3000 / Human Rights 3000 (Germany) 
 
Johannes Peter 
World Economy, Ecology & Development (Germany) 
 
Marianne Klute 
Rainforest Rescue (Germany) 
 
Michael Reckordt 
PowerShift e.V. (Germany) 
 
Uwe Berger 
Carpus e.V.  (Germany) 
 
Christian Wimberger 
Christliche Initiative Romero (Germany) 
 
Sibyl Diver 
Environmental Justice Working Group at Stanford (USA) 
 
Jennifer Castner 
The Altai Project (USA) 
 
Benjamin Hitchcock Auciello 
Earthworks (USA) 
 
Tabea Willi  
Gesellschaft fur Bedrohte Volker / Society for Threatened Peoples (Switzerland) 
 
Agathe Duparc 
Public Eye (Switzerland) 
 
Andy Whitmore 
London Mining Network (United Kingdom) 
 
 



Alice Beriot 
Igapo Project (France) 
 
Svet Zabelin 
Socio-Ecological Union International (Russia) 
 
Hindou Oumarou Ibrahim 
AFPAT (Chad) 
 
Taufik 
JATAM Sulteng/Mining Advocacy Network Central Sulawesi (Indonesia) 
 
Elsa Stamatopoulou 
Indigenous Peoples' Rights Program, Institute for the Study of Human Rights, Columbia University (USA) 
 
Helen Tugendhat 
Forest Peoples Programme (United Kingdom) 
 
Jane Lingbawan 
Asia Indigenous Peoples Network on Extractive Industries and Energy 
 
Eva María Sáinz Ramos 
Almáciga (Spain) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 


